INDIANAPOLIS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

JOHN NELSON, Music Director
Raymond Harvey, Exxon/Arts Endowment Conductor†
Kenneth Kiesler Assistant Conductor
Erich Kunzel, Sunday Night Pops Music Director

FIRST VIOLINS
- Hitetaro Suzuki, Concertmaster
- David Ehrlieh, Associate Concertmaster
- Christal Phelps Steele, Acting Associate Concertmaster
- David Collins, Acting Assistant Concertmaster
- Gino Argesti
- Drake Crittenden
- William Earnhart
- Barbara Fisher
- Carol Frohlich
- Edward Frohlich
- Kristin Miller
- Renato Pacini
- Raye Pankratz
- Gary Shiauzis
- Dinah Staubbach

SECOND VIOLINS
- Konstantin Umansky, Principal
- David Bartolowits, Associate Principal
- Richard Hendrix, Assistant Principal
- Sharon Bauerlein
- Anne Day
- Lydia Earnhart
- Imants Gleske
- Ann Labinskaya
- Rebecca McKibben
- Barbara Radomski
- John Radomski
- Elena Russell
- Catherine Mussler
- Sansone
- Christine Laabs
- Richard Stachel

VIOLAS
- Terry E. Langdon, Associate Principal
- Beverly Scott, Assistant Principal
- Ruth Critchley Boerner
- Zanis Dumps
- Eva Finkova
- Richard Grymonpre
- Gregory Markasian
- Rosemary Rader
- Marjorie Rupp

CELLI
- Arkady Orlovsky, Principal
- Perry Scott, Associate Principal

Robert Sansone, Assistant Principal
Janis Adamson
Sarah Boyer
Ingrid Fischer Bellman
Geoffrey S. Lapin
Anne Duthie McCafferty
Katherine Vaccaro Natali
Jiro Yamaguchi

BASSES
Stewart Arfman, Principal
Robert Goodlett II, Assistant Principal
Mark Atherton
Henry W. Boerner III
Gregory Dugan
Don McKibben
Joe Parker
Elizabeth Eaton Voigt

FLUTES
Albert Saurini, Principal
Francis Fitzgerald

OBOES
Malcolm Smith, Principal
Judith Pence
Kenneth Holm, Assistant

ENGLISH HORN
Kenneth Holm

CLARINETS
David A. Bellman, Principal
Achille Rossi
Harald Hansen

BASS CLARINET
Harald Hansen

BASSOON
Robert Broemel, Principal
James Hansen
Charles Rader, Assistant

CONTRABASSOON
Charles Rader

FRENCH HORN
Daniel Carroll, Principal
Larry Philpott, Principal
Peter Kline
Gerald Montgomery
John Miller

TRUMPETS
Marvin C. Perry II, Principal
Paul Hilgeman
Robert Day

TROMBONES
James Beckel, Principal
Blake Schlabach
John Bart

BASS TROMBONE
John Bart

TUBA
Daniel Corrigan

TIMPANI
Thomas Akins, Principal

PERCUSSION
Paul Berns, Principal
Donald Morehead
Arthur Schildbach

HARP
Diane Evans, Principal

PIANO
Dorothy Munger
The Women’s Committee Principal Keyboard Chair®

CELESTE, HARSICHORD
Dorothy Munger

PERSONNEL MANAGER
Harald Hansen

ASSISTANT PERSONNEL MANAGER
Achille Rossi

LIBRARIAN
Harry Michels

ASSISTANT LIBRARIANS
Howard Johnson
Francis Fitzgerald
Don McKibben

STAGE MANAGER
Joseph Quinn

ASSISTANT STAGE MANAGER
John H. Lahne, Jr.

The Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra string sections use revolving seating.

**Endowed in honor of Dorothy Munger
†A program of Affiliate Artists, Inc.